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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURE 

INJURED WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT  

FILE NAME: GT_ERP Injured Wildlife Management 

INCIDENT #:  580 

AFFECTS: PENOLA PLANTATIONS 

1. PURPOSE 

To provide staff with response measures if injured or distressed wildlife is found within the Penola 

Plantations  or by Timberlands Pacific and Penola Plantations contractor employees.  

2. SCOPE 

This ERP covers the process of emergency response to the identification of injured or distressed 

wildlife within the Penola Plantations. The special values assessment process, which occurs 

before any harvesting or establishment operation, covers the initial identification and subsequent 

management of threatened flora and fauna, including Koalas, within the Penola Plantations and 

neighboring habitat. 

3. RISK ASSESSMENT 

TPPL aims to avoid injury or harm to any special values within the Penola Plantations, this 

includes all fauna species regardless of their ‘threatened’ status. A special values assessment is 

conducted on all stands within  Penola Plantations as part of the operational planning process. If 

potential habitat or known locations of any threatened species (flora and fauna) are identified, 

management prescriptions are developed and included in the FOS Plan and either the 

Operational Plan or Timber Harvesting Plan, as per Penola Plantations Special Values 

Management Plan, GT_SSOP003 THP development and Penola Plantations Special Values 

Assessment Guidelines.  

The identification and management of Koala habitat within and surrounding Penola Plantations is 

managed through the ‘Special Values’ process. The risk of Koala’s being found within Penola 

Plantations is low to moderate, refer to GT_Koala’s found within Penola Plantations  Estate 

FOSPlan assessment. 

  

file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/1.%20Environmental%20Management%20System/Forest%20Management%20Plans/Penola%20Plantations%20Special%20Values%20Management%20Plan.pdf
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/1.%20Environmental%20Management%20System/Forest%20Management%20Plans/Penola%20Plantations%20Special%20Values%20Management%20Plan.pdf
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/3.%20Standard%20Operating%20Procedures/System/GT_SSOP003%20THP%20development_draft.pdf
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/6.%20Guidelines%20&%20Manuals/Forest%20Operations/Penola%20Plantations%20Special%20Values%20Assessment%20Guidelines.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/6.%20Guidelines%20&%20Manuals/Forest%20Operations/Penola%20Plantations%20Special%20Values%20Assessment%20Guidelines.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/1.%20Emergency%20Response%20Procedures/GT_Koala's%20found%20within%20Penola%20Plantations%20FOSPlan.xlsx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/1.%20Emergency%20Response%20Procedures/GT_Koala's%20found%20within%20Penola%20Plantations%20FOSPlan.xlsx
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4. DEFINITIONS 

DEPI Department of Environment and Primary Industries - VIC 

DWENR Department of Water, Environment, and Natural Resources - SA 

THP Timber Harvesting Plans 

FOS Plan Forest Operating Safety Plan 

RM Regional Manager for Penola Plantations 

5. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All staff. The CEO and RM is to review and approve this controlled document. 

6. PROCEDURE 

 OPERATIONAL 

6.1  If an animal is found that is injured, distressed or stranded when on route to a plantation, or during 

any forest operation, the operation must be shut down or moved at least min 100m away from the 

animal immediately.  

6.2  If the animal (s) are found by a contractor, the crew boss or supervisor must: 

] Act to ensure the animal does not suffer unnecessarily; 

] Remove any threat to the animal, such as a vehicle, unstable logs, tree branches etc; 

] Ensure that the appropriate veterinary treatment is received (phone the appropriate number 

below); and 

] Inform their TPPL supervisor as soon as possible. 

6.3  Regardless of who finds the injured or distressed animal, the person (must from a distance so as to 

not disturb or distress the animal further) ring the appropriate hotline listed in 0 -  

Contacts, as per the guidelines in 6.7.   

6.4  Every instance will be different, however if it is safe to do so and if you can restrain the animal in 

your vehicle, please take the animal directly to Blacks Veterinary Clinic in Mount Gambier. If the 

TPPL staff member cannot transport the animal to Black’s Clinic an alternative vet should be 

sought.  

] Place a towel or jacket over the animal;  

] Place the animal in a dark container such as a card board box with ventilation holes and 

keep the lid closed; 

] Place the animal in a secure part of the vehicle away from yourself such as the floor or 

back seat; 

] Do not disturb, handle, pat or talk to the animal more than is necessary. Stress can be fatal 

to many animals; 

] Do not apply bandages in an attempt to stop bleeding; and 
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] Do not feed the animal food or water. 

6.5  The area around where the animal was found will be checked to ensure that there are no other 

individuals likely to get hurt or distressed. 

6.6  If other animals are found in adjacent trees, or in the surrounding area; the operation will either be 

suspended, or if possible, modified to avoid the risk of further injury or distress. This status will be 

maintained until such a time as the risk to wildlife is deemed to have passed at the specific 

discretion of a TPPL supervisor. 

 NON OPERATIONAL 

6.7  If injured wildlife is found within the South-East of South Australia and Western Victoria, a TPPL 

staff member should contact Friends of Native Wildlife 24 hr emergency hotline 0427 396 919. 

Friends of Native Wildlife will then assess the situation and advise the TPPL staff member of the 

procedure to take. 

6.8  If injured wildlife is found within Victoria outside the range of Friends of Native Wildlife the TPPL 

staff member should contact Wildlife Victoria 24 emergency hotline 1300 094 535. If contact with the 

above is unsuccessful the DEPI in Victoria or DEWNR in SA will be called. Contact numbers are 

listed in 0 -  

Contacts 

6.9  The TPPL staff member should asses the health of the injured wildlife. If the wildlife is unable to 

move, appears to be suffering or may require euthanizing, the TPPL staff member may transport the 

wildlife to a vet ASAP in place of waiting for a rescue volunteer. If the TPPL staff member decides to 

wait for wildlife aid, all personnel should move away from the animal to reduce stress until wildlife 

aid arrives.  

6.10  If a relevant wildlife agency directs for a TPPL staff member to collect the wildlife for delivery to a 

wildlife shelter or vet, they may do so. If possible the TPPL staff member should deliver the injured 

wildlife to the Blacks Veterinary Clinic in Mount Gambier. Refer to 6.2 to 6.5. Advice on handling will 

be sought from the relevant wildlife agency.  

 REPORTING 

6.11  All incidents found by a TPPL Contractor within the Penola Plantations Estate must be reported to 

TPPL within 24 hrs of the incident occurring. An incident report must be received within 5 working 

days. 

The incident must be entered into the SCRIM Database within 7 days of the incident occurring. If 

photos have been taken or other documentation is available save this in the Environmental 

Incidents folder, noting the SCRIM incident number in the title. 

6.12  If the incident occurred due to an operation, e.g. falling a tree with a Koala in it resulting in injury, a 

full incident investigation is required by both the Contractor and TPPL as per H&S reporting criteria. 

6.13  The CEO or RM or the will notify Penola Plantations estate owners if injury has been caused by an 

operation within the Penola Plantations  estate to a known threatened species.  

file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/3.%20Incidents
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/3.%20Incidents
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7. CONTACTS 

REGION AUTHORITY CONTACT CONTACT PHONE 

VIC Glenelg Veterinary Services Casterton Office (03) 5581 2000 

SA Black’s Veterinary Clinic Mount Gambier Office (08) 8723 9111 

SA Penola Veterinary Clinic Penola Office (08) 8737 2252 

VIC Wildlife Rescue Victoria Rescue Volunteer 1300 094 535 

SA Fauna Rescue of SA Inc. Wildlife Rescue Hotline (08) 8289 0896 

SA Fauna Rescue of SA Inc. Koala Specific Rescue Hotline (08) 7226 0017 

VIC DEPI Heywood Office (03) 5527 0444 

SA DEWNR Mount Gambier Office (08) 8735 1177 

SA 
Friends of Native Wildlife 

Friends of Native Wildlife SE 
Rescue Volunteer 

1300 094 535 

0427 396 919 

8. ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS 

 G:\TPPL - Compliance\Environment\1. Environmental Management System\Forest Management 

Plans\TPPL- PP FMP Special Values.docxGTFT Special Values Assessment Guidelines 

GT_Special Values Assessment Report 

GT_Koala's found within GTFT Estate FOSPlan 

  G:\TPPL - Compliance\4. Forms & Templates\Health & Safety\GT_FOS Plan Template 

230616.xlsx  G:\TPPL - Compliance\4. Forms & Templates\Woodflow\THP Templates\THP 

Template\GT_Timber Harvest  Plan_TEMPLATE.docx  

file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/1.%20Environmental%20Management%20System/Forest%20Management%20Plans/TPPL-%20PP%20FMP%20Special%20Values.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/Environment/1.%20Environmental%20Management%20System/Forest%20Management%20Plans/TPPL-%20PP%20FMP%20Special%20Values.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/6.%20Guidelines%20&%20Manuals/Forest%20Operations/Penola%20Plantations%20Special%20Values%20Assessment%20Guidelines.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/4.%20Forms%20&%20Templates/Environmental/GT_Special%20Values%20Assessment%20Report.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/1.%20Emergency%20Response%20Procedures/GT_Koala's%20found%20within%20Penola%20Plantations%20FOSPlan.xlsx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/4.%20Forms%20&%20Templates/Health%20&%20Safety/GT_FOS%20Plan%20Template%20230616.xlsx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/4.%20Forms%20&%20Templates/Health%20&%20Safety/GT_FOS%20Plan%20Template%20230616.xlsx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/4.%20Forms%20&%20Templates/Woodflow/THP%20Templates/THP%20Template/GT_Timber%20Harvest%20%20Plan_TEMPLATE.docx
file://///tpfps1/groupdata/TPPL%20-%20Compliance/4.%20Forms%20&%20Templates/Woodflow/THP%20Templates/THP%20Template/GT_Timber%20Harvest%20%20Plan_TEMPLATE.docx
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